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Abstract
This paper presents a distributed MAC protocol switching mechanism for maximizing network throughput in the presence of traffic and topology heterogeneity. The key idea behind dynamic MAC switching is for each node to use its local topology and traffic density information to decide the most suitable MAC protocol that can maximize the MAC layer throughput in the neighborhood. A formal MAC switching rule is developed using analytical formulation of the MAC throughput available in the literature. NS2 based simulation experiments demonstrate that with the proposed MAC switching strategy, nodes in a wireless sensor network are able to achieve maximum MAC throughput by adaptively choosing the appropriate MAC protocol in the presence of heterogeneity in terms of data rate and node population.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Wireless sensor networks are motivated by applications such as intrusion detection, battle-field surveillance, and environment and health monitoring. Although there have been significant recent innovations at different protocol layers, maximizing network throughput at the MAC layer in a multi-mission network is still a key design challenge. The traffic heterogeneity in a multi-mission network can manifest through: a) spatial and temporal variance in data rates [1] across different parts of a network supporting different applications, and b) temporal variance in number of active transmitters at a given time and at a given part of the network. The problem we address in this paper is how to develop a self-organizing MAC layer that can maximize network throughput in the presence of the above traffic and network heterogeneity.

1.2 Related work

The existing MAC layer self-organization can be divided into two broad categories, namely, intra-MAC and inter-MAC approaches. The intra-MAC approaches include contention-based [2-4] and schedule-based [5-7] protocols. The intra-MAC self-organization is achieved by dynamically adjusting the state machine and parameters of a specific MAC protocol. CSMA/CA [2] and TDMA [5-7] are two examples of such intra-MAC approaches. CSMA/CA has the advantages of simplicity, flexibility and robustness, and it does not need any infrastructure support or clock synchronization. The most notable advantage of CSMA/CA is that a node can access all available wireless bandwidth in its neighborhood in an as-needed manner. However, the medium access collisions and the corresponding unbounded access delay are a concern for CSMA/CA and all other protocols in that category, mainly because of their underlying random access. TDMA protocols, on the other hand, allocate fixed, collision-free, and guaranteed bandwidth for all nodes in the network. While guaranteeing maximum delay bounds, the primary disadvantage of TDMA is that it does not perform well under dynamic bandwidth requirements. In other words, TDMA performs well under highly symmetrical load, but performs poorly under asymmetric load. Under the latter situation, CSMA based protocols outperform TDMA.

The authors in [8] propose an inter-MAC self-organization called Funneling-MAC. This is designed to address the traffic funneling effect near sink nodes caused by gradual aggregation of multipoint-to-point traffic. With Funneling-MAC, nodes near a sink (i.e. those with heavy traffic) are said to belong within an intensity area and they run a TDMA protocol which is managed by the sink node. Nodes outside the intensity area (i.e. those with relatively lighter traffic) run CSMA without any coordination from the sink. The Funneling-MAC [8] provides beacon based protocol syntaxes that the sink uses for dynamically deciding the boundary of the intensity area. Through a dynamic depth-tuning algorithm, the network throughput is maximized and the packet loss rate is minimized at the sink point. Although it provides a novel way of accomplishing inter-MAC (i.e. between CSMA and TDMA) self-organization, one notable limitation of Funneling-MAC is that it is suitable only for multipoint-to-point applications and not for peer-to-peer traffic, which is often required by sensor applications with distributed data fusion requirements.
1.3 Proposed Dynamic MAC Protocol Switching

In the proposed approach in this paper the operating MAC protocol within a node is dynamically switched between CSMA and TDMA based on the instantaneous traffic and topological property of the neighborhood of the node. The mechanism is designed to be general so that unlike Funneling-MAC [8], it can be applied for handling both multipoint-to-point and peer-to-peer data traffic. Each node monitors its neighborhood traffic and topology conditions, determines the appropriate individual MAC protocol to run, and switches its protocol as needed.

The contributions of the paper are as follows. First, it proposes a self-organizing MAC protocol switching paradigm to address the problem of how to achieve the maximum throughput in a network with traffic heterogeneity. Second, it introduces syntax extensions to the protocols CSMA/CA and TDMA so that they can co-exist in immediately neighboring nodes. Third, it develops dynamic protocol switching rules based on an analytical model. Finally, a detailed simulation model is developed for experimentally validating the concept of dynamic MAC protocol switching in wireless networks.

2. Protocol Adaptations

The key idea behind dynamic protocol switching is that depending on the specific traffic pattern in its neighborhood, a node can choose to run one of multiple MAC protocols. This capability in a network can lead to situations in which a node can have multiple neighbors that are running different protocols. This will require the node in question to be able to communicate using multiple different MAC protocols simultaneously in order to maintain end-to-end network connectivity. This MAC coexistence can be particularly challenging due to the fact that a sensor node needs to accomplish this over as single wireless interface. In this paper, coexistence of two MAC protocols, namely a random access CSMA/CA and a schedule based TDMA, are studied. CSMA/CA and TDMA are chosen because they serve as good representations of contention based and schedule based protocols respectively.

2.1 Adaptations of CSMA/CA for TDMA Coexistence

The objective here is to adapt the CSMA/CA protocol syntaxes such that a node running CSMA/CA can also communicate with a node running TDMA. The basic RTS-CTS-DATA cycle in CSMA/CA transmissions is maintained. The Acknowledgement (ACK) is not utilized, (meaning there is no link layer), and the regular exponential back-off are still applied. Adaptations of the CSMA/CA syntaxes are made such that no access collisions are imposed on the TDMA nodes in a CSMA/CA node’s neighborhood.

Adapted Send Logic: A CSMA/CA sender is able to estimate the duration of a successful transmission in terms of RTS, CTS, the data message, and the various inter frame spacing. If it knows the TDMA slots of all its neighbors, then the sender can determine if the following data transmission will overlap with the neighbors’ TDMA slots. If there is at least one anticipated overlapping, the sender simply defers its transmission till the end of all its neighbors’ TDMA slots. Otherwise, the data transmission could carry on as usual.
Adapted CSMA/CA Logic:

Sender Side:

Estimate the duration of a successful transmission;
if ( any overlapping with TDMA neighbors’ slots)
    defer transmission till end of neighbors’ TDMA slot;
else  // no overlapping within knowledge of sender side
    start RTS transmission;

Receiver Side:

Upon receiving RTS, check the duration of the intended message transmission;
if ( any overlapping with TDMA neighbors’ slots)
    send NTS message back to the sender;
else  // no overlapping within knowledge of receiver side
    start CTS transmission;

Adapted Receive Logic: Upon receiving an RTS message, from its NAV field, the intended receiver is able to know the expected duration of the following data message. If that expected duration overlaps with the TDMA slots of the receiver’s TDMA neighbors, the receiver will send a Not-to-Send (NTS) message, containing the duration of the overlapping period, back to the sender. Upon receiving the NTS message, the sender will then decide as to when to restart the current data transmission in order to avoid the slots of all TDMA neighbors of the sender as well as the receiver. The logic of this adapted CSMA/CA is presented in the pseudo code in Fig. 1.

2.2 Adaptation of TDMA for CSMA/CA Coexistence

The same slot and frame structure as in regular TDMA is maintained. Meaning, each TDMA node is allocated a slot in each frame, which is periodic. As an adaptation, an RTS-CTS syntax is added within the TDMA slots so that before sending a data message, a node needs to perform the RTS/CTS handshake with the receiver node. This is done irrespective of whether the receiver is currently using CSMA/CA or TDMA.

Adapted TDMA Logic:

Sender Side:

if ( in sender’s own TDMA slot)
    start RTS transmission and wait for CTS;

Receiver Side:

if ( receiving RTS)
    send CTS message and wait for data message;
The addition of this RTS-CTS within TDMA allows the node to send data to both CSMA/CA and TDMA nodes. Note that a TDMA sender node does not need to sense the channel before it sends the CTS since all nodes in its neighborhood (CSMA/CA or TDMA) respect the TDMA slot allocation and the channel is guaranteed to be free after the sender’s slot has started. The RTS-CTS mechanism, in fact, is used to make sure that the receiver node is in a state to receive. The pseudo code for the adapted TDMA logic is shown in Fig. 2.

2.3 Transmission Rules

2.3.1 Nodes with Same MAC Protocol

This scenario refers to when nodes within two hop neighborhood run the same MAC logic. In an all-CSMA/CA neighborhood, nodes execute modified CSMA/CA logic with an effective behavior of regular CSMA/CA. In an all-TDMA neighborhood, the RTS/CTS extensions of the TDMA logic are used for incorporating future arrival of CSMA nodes.

2.3.2 Transmissions From TDMA to CSMA/CA

As shown in Fig. 3, when a TDMA node intends to transmit to a neighboring CSMA/CA node, an RTS message is first sent out in the beginning of the transmitter’s allocated slot. Upon reception of the RTS, the CSMA/CA receiver sends a CTS message back in response. Once the TDMA node receives the CTS, data packet transmission follows in the remaining slot time. Note that the TDMA nodes attempt to send data only during their assigned TDMA slots. Although insignificant compared to the data packet length, the RTS/CTS exchange at the beginning of each slot of the TDMA nodes is regarded as an overhead.

Fig. 3: Transmission from a TDMA node to a CSMA/CA node

2.3.3 Transmissions From CSMA/CA to TDMA

Transmission rules for CSMA/CA to TDMA data transmissions are relatively more complex. Ideally, assuming successful carrier sensing, a CSMA/CA node should be able to transmit asynchronously; that is when there is a message to be sent without the notion of any slot constraints. However, in this design, when a CSMA/CA node transmits to a TDMA neighbor, transmission needs to be partially synchronous. With the fully asynchronous approach, there is a chance that the transmission from a CSMA/CA node may fully or partially collide with the transmission of a neighboring TDMA node in its assigned slot.

Collisions at the CSMA/CA nodes can be handled via the usual back-off retransmissions. However, collisions at the TDMA nodes can be more of a problem, because after a TDMA
node collides its earliest retransmission can be during the next frame, which is quite expensive in terms of delay. Considering this, higher transmission priority is given to the TDMA nodes when both TDMA and CSMA/CA nodes attempt to access the medium simultaneously. Such priority is achieved in the following two ways.

1. A CSMA/CA node is never allowed to interfere with the potential transmissions of up to 2-hop TDMA neighbors. This requires such a transmission to end before the beginning of the next TDMA slot. The owner of the next slot can be a neighbor of either the CSMA/CA sender itself, or a neighbor of the receiver of the current transmission, which is a TDMA node in this case. In order to make sure that both cases are handled, the following measures are taken for three different scenarios.

**Scenario-1:** As shown in Fig. 4, at the CSMA/CA side, if a message transmission (including RTS/CTS) cannot end before the start of the immediately next TDMA neighbor’s slot, then the CSMA/CA node should defer the transmission after the TDMA neighbor’s slot.

![Scenario 1 Diagram](image)

**Scenario 1:** Transmission from a CSMA/CA node to a TDMA node in Scenario-1

**Scenario-2:** As shown in Fig. 5, after an RTS reception, if a TDMA node finds out that the interval between the current time and the earliest next TDMA neighbor’s slot is smaller than the CTS message duration, then the CTS will not be sent back to the CSMA/CA node. Instead, an NTS (Not-to-Send) message will be sent back to the CSMA/CA node.

![Scenario 2 Diagram](image)

**Scenario 2:** Transmission from a CSMA/CA node to a TDMA node in Scenario-2
Scenario-3: Upon reception of a CTS message, the corresponding data message could be transmitted if no violation of scenario-1 was found. In this case, at the sender, no NTS message is received for deferment of a transmission. A CSMA/CA node in this scenario still checks the validity of scenario-1 after receiving a CTS message. This redundancy is to ensure the priority of TDMA nodes over CSMA/CS nodes in the presence of network topology dynamics. Fig. 6 demonstrates the activities in Scenario-3.

![Fig. 6: Transmission from a CSMA/CA node to a TDMA node in Scenario 3](image)

(2) Usage of a TDMA neighbor’s slots by a CSMA/CA node is allowed only when the TDMA neighbors do not have anything to send. This is accomplished by having a randomly distributed RTS deferring time for the CSMA/CA nodes when current time is in their TDMA neighbors’ slots.

3. MAC Protocol Switching Logic

3.1 Influencing Switching Parameters

Consider a network of $n$ nodes and each node’s MAC layer is modeled as an M/M/1 queue. If $\lambda$ and $\mu$ represent the data rate and the MAC layer service rate at each node, the unsaturated network-wide throughput can be written as $n \cdot \lambda$, and the saturated network-wide throughput can be expressed as $n \cdot \mu$. The network-wide throughput of a fully connected $n$-node TDMA network can be written as [9]:

$$S_{FOM} = f(\lambda, n, F),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $F$ is the TDMA frame duration which is fixed for a given network. Similar throughput for a CSMA/CA network can be written as [10-15]:

$$S_{CSMA/CA} = g(\lambda, n, W_{\text{min}}, m),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$W_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum contention window size for CSMA/CA, and $m$ is the maximum
Therefore, the throughput of a network with $n_{TDMA}$ and $n_{CSMA/CA}$ number of nodes running the protocols TDMA and CSMA/CA respectively is:

$$ S = S_{TDMA} + S_{CSMA/CA} = f(\lambda, n_{TDMA}, F) + g(\lambda, n_{CSMA/CA}, W_{min}, m) $$  \quad (3)

For a given network, the quantities $F$, $m$ and $W_{min}$ are all constants. Thus, the throughput is decided based only on load $\lambda$ and the node counts in Eqn. 3.

Implications of different data rates ($\lambda$): The maximum MAC layer service rate of a node running TDMA is bounded by the TDMA frame duration, and can be reported as a fixed quantity $\mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}}$. Meaning, as long as the data rate $\lambda$ at a node is less than or equal to $\mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}}$, the MAC layer throughput is same as the load $\lambda$.

For a node running CSMA/CA, however, there is no such absolute bound for the achievable throughput. The per-node throughput here depends on the amount of MAC layer collisions contributed by other CSMA/CA nodes in the neighborhood. In other words, the MAC throughput of a CSMA/CA node is less than or equal to the MAC load $\lambda$; the exact value depends on the degree of collisions.

Implications of the number of active nodes ($n$): If $S_{\text{single-TDMA}}$ represents the MAC throughput of a single node running TDMA MAC, then the aggregated throughput of a network cluster of $n$ active nodes running TDMA can be expressed as $n \cdot S_{\text{single-TDMA}}$. For CSMA/CA, however, the aggregated throughput of the cluster is less than $n \cdot S_{\text{single-CSMA/CA}}$, since with $n$ nodes running CSMA/CA in a cluster reduces the effective MAC throughput (due to contentions and collisions) of each node to be less than $S_{\text{single-CSMA/CA}}$. Such throughout reduction does not apply for TDMA because of the lack of bandwidth contention and collisions.

The above analysis indicates that in order to maximize the aggregated MAC layer throughput of a network, the MAC protocols for each node should be individually chosen (CSMA/CA or TDMA) based on its data load $\lambda$ and the number of active nodes $n$ in its immediate neighborhood.

```c
/* MAC Protocol Switching Logic decisions with $\lambda$ and $n$ */
if ($\lambda \leq \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}}$)           
        run TDMA MAC;
else if ($\lambda = \mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}}$ and $\mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}} > \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}}$)
        // $\lambda > \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}}$
        // and for moderate $n$, $\mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}} > \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}}$
        run CSMA/CA MAC;
else if ($\mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}} \leq \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}}$)
        run TDMA MAC;        // large $n$ reduces $\mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}}$
```

Fig. 7: Logic for protocol switching decision with $\lambda$ and $n$
3.2 Switching Criteria

According to the analysis presented in Section 3.1, when for a node the condition \( \lambda \leq \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}} \) is true, the node should choose TDMA as the MAC protocol for the best throughput. That is irrespective of the number of active neighbors \( n \). When \( \lambda > \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}} \), the quantity \( n \) needs to be considered. If the effective MAC service rate \( \mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}} \) at the current \( n \) for the node is smaller than the constant \( \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}} \), then also TDMA should be chosen. Finally, if for the current \( n \), the quantity \( \mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}} \) is larger than \( \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}} \) then CSMA/CA should be chosen for maximizing the MAC throughput. The protocol switching criteria is summarized in the pseudo code in Fig. 7.

In the above decision process, the rate \( \lambda \) can be measured locally, and the quantity \( \mu_{\text{MAX-TDMA}} \) is dimensioned based on the preset frame duration. The only unknown quantity is \( \mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}} \), which needs to be computed as a function of all system parameters, especially considering the number of active neighbors \( n \). It can be computed from the following analysis [10-15] which involves solving a set of equations as follows.

\[
\frac{1}{b_{0,0}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \frac{2pW[1-(2p)^n](1-p) + p(1-2p)(1-p^n)}{2(1-2p)(1-p)} + \frac{(2-p_b)(W+1)}{p_b}, m \leq m' \\
\frac{2pW[1-(2p)^n](1-p) + p(1-2p)(1-p^n)}{2(1-2p)(1-p)} + \frac{(2-p_b)(W+1)}{p_b}\frac{1-p_b}{p_a}, m > m' \\
+ \frac{p^{m+1}(W_{\text{MAX}}+1)(1-p^{m'-m})}{2(1-p)}, m > m' \end{array} \right.
\]

(4)

\[
\tau = \sum_{j=0}^{m} b_{j,0} = \frac{1-p^{m+1}}{1-p}b_{0,0}
\]

(5)

\[
p = 1 - (1 - \tau)^{N-1}
\]

(6)

\[
1/\mu = \frac{1-p-p(2p)^n}{1-2p} \frac{W}{2} \sigma + t_s + t_c \frac{p}{1-p} + \rho(N-1)(t_s + t_c \frac{p}{1-p})
\]

(7)

\[
p_a = 1 - e^{-\lambda \sigma}
\]

(8)

\[
p_b = \rho = \frac{\lambda}{\mu}
\]

(9)

\[
t_s = \text{RTS} + \text{SIFS} + \text{CTS} + \text{SIFS} + \text{Header} + \text{DATA} + \text{DIFS}
\]

(10)

\[
t_c = \text{RTS} + \text{DISF}
\]

(11)
where \( m \) is the maximum number of retransmissions, \( m' \) is the maximum number of back-off stages, \( \sigma \) is the slot duration of CSMA/CA, \( W \) is the minimum congestion window size, \( N \) is the number of contenders, \( \lambda \) is the data rate and \( \mu \) is the MAC service rate. The quantity \( \mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}} \) can be obtained from Eqn. 9 after the above system of equation (Eqns. 4 through 11) is solved [10-15].

### 4. Experimental Evaluation

The proposed protocol switching logic has been implemented in a 100-node sensor network within the NS2 simulator [16]. A wireless data rate of 2 Mbps has been chosen with fixed packet duration of 2 ms, which is also the TDMA slot duration. Unless stated otherwise, we have fixed the TDMA frame size to 20 slots for all experiments. A local traffic model is used in which each node generates packets at a pre-specified rate (\( \lambda \) packets per second). No end-to-end routing is considered for this evaluation. The numbers of active nodes and data generation rate have been varied. Before running protocol switching logic, we run a distributed TDMA protocol ISOMAC [17] to assign TDMA slots to the network nodes. The other baseline parameters for the simulation are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TDMA MAC Related</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame Size (number of slots)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMA Slot Duration</td>
<td>2ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSMA/CA MAC Related</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Congestion Window Size</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Number of Back-off Stage</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSMA/CA Slot size</td>
<td>20us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Number of Retransmission</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFS Duration</td>
<td>10 us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFS Duration</td>
<td>30 us</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol Switching Related</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Time</td>
<td>W=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Decision Count</td>
<td>D=55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Baseline experimental parameters in simulation

#### 4.1 Switching in Response to Changes in Data Rate

As presented in Section 3.1, since the data rate \( \lambda \) is a key criterion for protocol switching, its variation in a network neighborhood is expected to trigger such switching for maintaining high network throughput. In practice, the data rate variation in wireless sensor network can be caused by several factors including start or termination of applications and changes in application data rates. In the simulated 100-node sensor network, at any given time each node sends packets to one of its 1-hop neighbors at a given rate. Such rates are changed from 100 packets/second to 20 packets/second at time 21.0 second, and then changed back again at time 31.0 second. The corresponding network dynamics in terms of MAC protocol switching
and its impacts on the network throughput are shown in Fig. 8.

In addition to the data rate graph (the solid line) for each node, Fig. 8 reports three other lines representing network-wide throughput for three distinct operating situations. The first one demonstrates the network throughput when all nodes run CSMA/CA. The second one shows what happens when all nodes run TDMA. Finally, the one marked switching, demonstrates the network throughput in the presence of adaptive MAC protocol switching following the logic as described in Section 3.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, initially when the data rate is high, the CSMA/CA mode of operation provides better effective throughput than the TDMA mode since the TDMA throughput is bounded by the frame size. Note, however, that the CSMA/CA mode throughput is lower than the maximum possible throughput, indicating certain amount of throughput loss due to the CSMA/CA contention and collisions. These contention and collisions for CSMA/CA persist even when the data rate is lowered (at time 20 sec.). At lower rates, however, TDMA can sustain the offered load since it is able to provide completely collision free MAC access to the channel. As a result, as evident from Fig. 8, the TDMA mode of operation provides better network-wide throughput at lower loading conditions.

The throughput line representing protocol switching demonstrates that via exercising such MAC layer switching, the network is able to track the best possible throughput (those of CSMA/CA at high load, and TDMA at low load) as a response to the change in loading conditions. This partially validates the switching logic presented in Section 3.

![Fig. 8: Impacts of protocol switching with varying data rate](image)

![Fig. 9: MAC protocol dynamics with varying data rate](image)
The dynamic behavior of MAC switching is also shown in Fig. 9. As the data rate changes from high to low, the number of nodes running CSMA/CA reduces and the number of nodes running TDMA rises. Note that there is a lag between when the data rate changes and when the nodes actually switch their protocols. It was experimentally observed that this delay is caused due to the rate measurement latency at the MAC layer.

4.2 Switching in Response to Number of Active Nodes

As presented in Section 3.1, the number of active nodes in a neighborhood is the second key parameter that influences the quantity $\mu_{\text{CSMA/CA}}$, thus affecting the decisions for protocol switching. The variation of the number of active nodes in a network neighborhood is expected to trigger protocol switching for maintaining high network throughput.

![Fig. 10: Protocol switching with varying active node count](image)

An experiment was conducted to study the impacts of variable number of active nodes on the performance of protocol switching. The throughput results in Fig. 10 correspond to an initial active node-count of 25 which is increased to 100 at time 21 second, and then changed back to 25 at time 31 second. When there are only 25 active nodes, they are randomly selected out of all 100 network nodes. All active nodes send data to all 1-hop neighbors at the rate of 35 packets/second.

Fig. 10 demonstrates that with lower number of active nodes (i.e. till time 21sec and then after 31 second) CSMA/CA performs better because of its larger MAC service rate in the absence of collisions as explained in Section 3.1. When the number of contender nodes increases, the contention brings down the service rate of CSMA/CA compared to that during the TDMA mode of operation. This explains why CSMA/CA outperforms TDMA in low active node-count situations, but not when it is high (i.e. between 21 sec to 31 sec).

The throughput line representing protocol switching in Fig. 10 demonstrates that by exercising MAC layer protocol switching, the network is able to track the best possible throughput (those of CSMA/CA at low active node-count, and TDMA at high active node-count). This completes the validation of the switching logic presented in Section 3.
The dynamics of the number of nodes executing CSMA/CA and TDMA are depicted in Fig. 11. As in Fig. 9, the latency in switching transient is caused due to the rate measurement latency at the MAC layer.

4.3 Switching with Spatially Clustered Traffic

All experimental results so far describe protocol switching in a network with homogeneous traffic, thus causing all the active nodes to run the same protocol and to switch at the same time. In this Section we describe experiments with spatial traffic heterogeneity, which can cause different network nodes to run different MAC protocols at the same time, and to not necessarily switch in a synchronous manner.

Fig. 12 shows a rectangular sensor field equipped with a sensor network topology consisting of 400 nodes. Two different heterogeneous traffic profiles, each consisting of low, medium, and high density traffic regions, are used. In high density region, each node sends to all its 1-hop neighbors with a data rate of 3 packets/second per neighbor. Each node in the medium density region sends only to one of its 1-hop neighbors at a data rate of 140 packets/second. A node in the low traffic density region also sends only to one of its 1-hop neighbors at a rate of 12.5 packets/second. During a 60sec long experiment, the network traffic profile has been changed once from Profile-(1) to Profile-(2) at time approximately 31.0 second.

Fig. 12: Network with spatial traffic heterogeneity
A node in the high traffic density region is expected to run TDMA to achieve higher throughput, because the MAC service rate of CSMA/CA is less than that of TDMA at high traffic level. CSMA/CA is expected in a medium traffic region, and TDMA is expected again in a low density region.

Fig. 13 reports the impacts of time-varying traffic profile on the throughput dynamics with and without MAC protocol switching. After the network is initiated at around 12 sec, observe that in the all-TDMA scenario, the network throughput settles down at around 18 sec. Then it remains steady till 31 sec which is when the traffic profile switches from Profile-(1) to Profile-(2). As a result of this, the throughput goes through a transient state before it settles back down roughly at the same value. Very similar trends can be also observed for the all-CSMA/CA scenario, except that with all-CSMA in this case the achievable network throughput happens to be higher than that of the all-TDMA case.

Observe that with protocol switching, the achieved throughput is higher than the two without switching cases during both before and after the traffic profile changes. Note that there is a significant transient drop for the with-switching case during the profile change. This drop in performance is caused because certain packets experience increased contention and collisions during the profile change. Such contentions and collisions lead to MAC layer drops and subsequent loss of throughput. After the transient situation is over, the protocol switching mechanism can track the new traffic profile distribution and able to select appropriate MAC protocols at the network nodes to bring the throughput back higher than the all-TDMA and all-CSMA/CA scenarios.
Two observations can be made from Fig. 14 which reports the number of nodes running TDMA and CSMA/CA during the entire experiment. First, nodes change their protocols in a period of few seconds after the traffic profile actually changes. This is due to the traffic rate measurement latency at the MAC layer. Second, the distribution of numbers of TDMA and CSMA/CA nodes during Profile-(1) and Profile-(2) are different. During when Profile-(1) is executed, the number of TDMA nodes and the number of CSMA/CA nodes are equal. However, during when Profile-(2) is executed, there are 328 nodes are running TDMA and only 72 nodes are running CSMA/CA. It was experimentally found that this variation is a result of the irregularity in network connectivity. Due to this topological irregularity, even nodes in the same traffic density region experience different number of contender nodes \( n \), which impacts the protocol switching decision.

**4.4 Switching within a Fully Connected Network**

Fig. 15 shows the protocol switching results in a 20-node fully connected network with 16 active nodes sending 1-hop traffic with variable data rates. Traffic starts at time 11 second with a data rate of 33.3 packets/second, which changes to 5 packets/second at time 31
seconds, and finally changes back to 33.3 packets/second at around 51 seconds.

As can be seen from the figure, while running TDMA at high data rates the MAC layer throughput is limited by its frame size. CSMA/CA, however, is able to achieve relatively higher throughputs at high rates. At lower rates, TDMA is expected to perform better than CSMA/CA because of its zero collisions. But the data rate of 5 packets/second is too low to demonstrate such benefits. Fig. 15 shows that like in the fully connected network scenario in Section 4.1, with protocol switching, the real-time throughput is generally able to track the upper envelop of both CSMA/CA and TDMA protocol at both high and low rate scenarios.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a distributed MAC protocol switching mechanism for maximizing MAC layer throughput in the presence of traffic and topology heterogeneity. The key idea behind dynamic MAC switching is for each node to use its local topology and traffic density information to decide the most suitable MAC protocol that can maximize the MAC layer throughout in the neighborhood. A formal MAC switching rule has been developed using analytical formulation of the MAC throughput available in the literature. NS2 based simulation experiments demonstrate that with the proposed MAC switching strategy, nodes in a sensor network are able to achieve maximum MAC throughput by adaptively choosing the appropriate MAC protocol in the presence of heterogeneity in terms of data rate and node population. Ongoing work on this topic includes generalizing the proposed mechanisms for a broader set of MAC protocols beyond CSMA/CA and TDMA.
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